Back up Apple Device to iCloud

IMPORTANT!!

Before you begin, you must first perform **TWO MISSION CRITICAL STEPS**. If you have not completed these steps **DO NOT PROCEED until you are certain you have done so**:


**Connect to Wifi**

- Open the **Settings App**
- Select **Wifi**
- Double check to make sure that Wifi is set to **ON**
- Select the **LCISD-Guest.Access** network & tap **Continue to the Internet**
  - OR -
  Select the **LCISD-BYOT** network & **enter your district username and password**.

**Back Up to iCloud**

1. Open the **Settings App**
2. Scroll down and select **iCloud**
3. Scroll down and select **Backup** & make sure that iCloud Backup is turned **ON**
4. Tap **Back Up Now** – you must stay connected to Wifi the entire time your device is backing up.
5. When your backup is finished, details regarding the time/date and size of the last back up will appear on this screen.

**NOTE**: If you do not have enough iCloud Storage Space to back up to iCloud, you can either purchase additional storage, or back up to iTunes using your computer.